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$EVWUDFW. The users of the Internet in general have not developed a perception of where what
security is crucial and beneficial for their applications. At present the average user is provided
very few information independent of what is transported over the service and how this is done.
What is needed for a secure Internet, is that security is answered on a system level or on an
application level and that an appropriate level of security is reached and still is accepted by the
user? These questions are primarily questions on a technical level but have a great dimension of
awareness which has to be kept in mind.
However, the main question is not how to secure the Internet in place but how to develop
mechanisms and tools for the Internet that can seamlessly improve an ever changing media
which opens up new dimensions of security risks with every new protocol system and
application. Security will remain a race where comfort is often seen as a competitor.
.H\ZRUGV Internet security
&DWHJRULHVH.0

+RZVHFXUHLVWKH,QWHUQHWLQSODFH"
Internet in the private sector has been used mainly as a toy and as an information
retrieval media. Transactions that add a further dimension in usability but mainly in
security are becoming relevant for masses only recently.
From the point of view of security we have basically three types of threats:
i.

Inherent risks through the use and the associated faults of the Internet
and the respective applications. These are general deficiencies that
will usually be eliminated as soon as they become known and
resources to eliminate them can be allocated. Extensive lists of such
vulnerabilities are e.g. maintained by [1] and [2].

ii.

Risks that result from a malicious exploratory use of the Internet.
Viruses could in many cases be classified as such a type [3]. In many
cases there is no intention to really damage systems. In some cases
these threats are exploited so as to make people aware even if this
might be no appropriate method to do so.
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iii.

Security risks that are introduced so as to result in some commercial
“benefit” for the one that is exploiting this risk. Capturing credit card
numbers is among the most prominent examples, still other types such
as investment fraud show up in Internet fraud complaint trends [4].

Due to the fact that the transactive use of the Internet has not reached volume
until recently the third type is not very frequently seen. However, it has to be assumed
that in a world where e-commerce and e-government become a common tool and
where people start to be depending on such tools, organised crime will activate this
field and perhaps is already preparing such activation.
From the practical point of view viruses are basically the only threat the wide
public is aware of and ready to undertake limited actions against. But all measures
taken are lagging behind the target rather than introduce effective preventing
measures. Loveletter to some extent is the perfect example:
i.

Loveletter bases on a very simple idea — all damage could have been
avoided by sufficiently aware use.

ii.

Loveletter exploits features of a system very widely spread.

iii.

Loveletter caused damage even in systems that made all and every
effort to be protected. Existing protection tools simply were not
alerted.

We have not really learned our lessons. An idea that follows a totally different
still quite simple scheme would equally cause damage as the general perception is that
installing some anti virus tools will yield adequate protection. Antivirus protection is
like having a huge property and building a small piece of fence at those points where
someone tried to cross the borderline.
Virus protection is just one aspect. We cannot blame manufacturers not to
improve security as long as we do not show them that this has an effect on their
success on the market. Wide spread systems like OUTLOOK 2000 including previous
versions are a perfect example. Such products leave the impression of being
adequately secure for applications like e-commerce. Still, having a closer look to such
products somewhat show the contrary. Like pointed at in the following figure
messages that give the impression of a high security level by digital signature can be
spoofed so as to show a security icon on the preview pane. For most users this will be
a valid method to recognize security levels.
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)LJXUH062XWORRNKLGHVVHFXULW\KROHV
It is obviously more important to introduce glossy features than to close such
security holes.
Even the professional world gets steadily puzzled. PGP as an open source product
has been assumed as a most transparent and thus secure solution. With the changing
situation that NAI is exploiting this in a much more commercial way and with the
integration into the Windows platform, open source is no longer true in the original
sense. Moreover is the fact that Phil Zimmermann—the creator of PGP—has turned
towards hushmail at least irritating.
The general flexibility of the Internet adds various degrees of freedom which
result in various security concerns. It is not in the mindset of the average user that
email senders are not secured it is also not generally known that proxies introduce a
further level of possible manipulation of content.

'RZHQHHGDPRUHVHFXUH,QWHUQHW"

It has already been mentioned that security is not a major concern of manufacturers
that their products are secure. This is not really changing their business cases. On the
other hand companies tend to shift responsibility to the consumer.
Such a shift of responsibilities does not come without good reason. There is a
substantial increase of security needs. Visa International said in 1999 that “half of all
credit-card disputes are about Internet transactions. - That is despite online
transactions making up just 2% of Visa's overall business” [5].
The most severe threat however is in the area of industrial and professional
espionage. There seems to be the highest “benefit” for the attacker. This field has to
be observed with scrutiny, as the units producing the largest amount of intellectual
property—the SMEs—do not have awareness and potential of securing themselves
against such threat. If this is not addressed by infrastructure, it will not be addressed at
all. Such danger is extremely relevant in small countries with an economy largely
based on SMEs.
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)LJXUH0DVWHU&DUGVKLIWVWKHEXUGHQRIVHFXULW\WRWKH
FRQVXPHU
Internet has mechanisms that allow acceptable levels of security, such as IPSEC
[6] or secure socket layer (SSL) [7] and transport layer security (TLS) [8]. For a series
of reasons these mechanisms are quite isolated. The “banned” status of cryptography
classified as dual use is just one of these reasons. There is an emerging need not to
have isolated exploited mechanisms to be replaced by infrastructures. Infrastructures
are needed in both the field of confidentiality and electronic signature and
authentication.

:KDWDUHWKHVHUYLFHVVHFXUH,QWHUQHWKDVWRSURYLGH"

The present approach to Internet security yields the need of substantial changes. As
these practical situations need improved mechanisms. The following enumeration is
not deemed to be complete, but shows a variety of fields concerned:
i.

Contracts over the Internet
It is frequently blamed that e-commerce as B2C is not growing fast
enough. One of the reasons for this is that both customers and
businesses have a feeling of insecurity in their background. The
practically limited liability is a fact. As 8% of the contracts initiated
just do not terminate normally, as a study of the European Union
shows, this is not a unjustified feeling. There might be some hope that
e-Government which has a higher need of security might improve the
overall situation.

ii.

Configuration of systems and downloads
The general approach by the vendors and by industry like Microsoft is to
generate an overall perception of being reasonably secure. As known
from the press recently even the internal security of companies like
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Microsoft is doubtful. Certificates as infrastructure for a trusted
download basis have been compromised [9]. It therefore has to be
assumed that even the configuration of systems is in danger.
iii.

Defending industrial espionage
Small and medium enterprises can or will not afford security that does
not come with the system. Facing a tough business model these
companies cut expenses on security as this is the least visible, still very
risky area. This makes it very important that security services including
confidentiality are provided. Recent developments in the area of export
of cryptographic devices could make this more viable [10].

iv.

Watermarking for proof of origin
This area is of prime importance for the entertainment industry. As this
is a huge industry sector, it can be expected that there will be many
efforts in this area by this industry to protect their assets.

v.

Payment for online procedures
Unfortunately payment especially of small amounts is not yet
satisfactory. There is not yet a model that allows for the small margins
needed to boost online payment.
With larger amounts credit cards are frequently used but as mentioned
earlier this is not a way that can continue. Secure electronic transaction
(SET) [11] has been developed to secure this sector but in the private
area it is not yet deployed.

vi.

Confidentiality and data protection
For historical reasons this is a field which is not well developed. First
there was and is the problem of crypto export and additionally the law
enforcement issues yield de facto obstacles in many countries.

vii.

Protecting the content
Malicious content is an aspect that is well recognized in the public.
However, so far there is no good tool that does not in turn limit the
comfort of use of the Internet and thus is not well accepted. This aspect
asks mainly for an adequate education on how to use the Internet in
education premises and homes.

When resolving issues as mentioned above it has to be assured that this does not
yield a societal digital divide. On a practical basis, this means that security must
become much easier to handle and to understand by a large public.
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Internet is dominated by the use of open standards and protocols. Security likewise
has to follow open standards. The assumptions are nonetheless different with security.
Whereas it is assumed with the proposal and application of standards that a process
will start that sorts out less acceptable ones automatically, as these do not perform,
this situation is very different with security: Security usually is invisible to the normal
user. Appropriate performance and absence of risks cannot be differentiated. A
normal user will not get exposed to risks deliberately to get informed about the
readiness of his IT-security measures. Therefore, some intermediate judge is needed
and too often this intermediate judge is the vendor which makes the judgment biased
and thus less valuable.
&RQILJXUDWLRQ SROLF\: A first tool which is not yet there on the market in a
satisfactory manner is the configuration policy for a computer. Usually a workstation
or a laptop will be sold in the store with most questionable security environments. The
average user will be satisfied when he/she brings the computer to function, but will
not consider security implications when installing. Moreover this happens at a point in
time where the user has the probably lowest level of experience on the specific
machine. A secure configuration tool would have to start with the installation
according to a security policy. Such policy can base on questions asked to the user in
a way that he/she can understand. Setting system parameters by the user is generally
an insecure approach.
6HFXUH 'RZQORDG: For many vendors we observe signed code as a method of
having a trusted download. However, this is a single level of trust and we face
situations of where we need different levels of trust according to environments and
applications. There is usually no choice of the user whom to trust and in practical
situations the user does not even know the units he has to trust. In a practical situation
this is even more complicated: We have practically no choice and need to use systems
and software that is on the market. Moreover even institutions like Microsoft suffer
from insufficient security as recent compromise of certificates has shown [9].
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In the real world there is no need that the trusted party is the same institution that
provides software. As shown in the previous figure the manufacturer of software need
not even to know about the party the user trusts. Very simple additions in conjunction
with an independent archive of signatures related to software downloaded from the
open network can increase trust and at the same time control system environments
that are highly reliable. Basically, an appropriate proxy will manage this task
independent of the actual system the user is running.
:DWHUPDUNLQJ: In several cases proof of origin is needed and the information
should not be changed without the intension of the information provider. Digital
watermarking goes in this direction. For the proof of origin and the integrity of the
information, digital signatures can do the job. It is however fairly impossible to
prevent copies in the general case of the Internet. Watermarking with known features
which is needed for being able to proof the watermark and resistant enough so that a
similarly usable information cannot be produced is rather impossible. This is shown
with a simple text. If such text is converted to plain ASCII and then reformatted for
the Internet, a watermark will disappear. Watermarking will have a high level of
importance with streaming data. Audio and video through the Internet can gain a
certain level of security with such enhancement.
'LJLWDO VLJQDWXUH: This is probably the most important tool that will secure
applications through the Internet, in particular as the legal admissibility has been
established such as by the European Directive on electronic signatures [12]. Fraud
increases with volume as this increases also the potential of anonymity for those
acting fraudulently. Digital signature separates the class of users that act with identity
from those acting anonymously. Above a certain level of value of the data or the
transaction it cannot be justified not to operate in the class of identified use. At
present security is often based on confidentiality which serves one purpose but
confidentiality will not be sufficient without introducing identities.
(QFU\SWLQJWKHFRQWHQW: There are several standards for content encryption over
the Internet. IPSEC, PGP, SSL, TLS all these serve for adequate security, if used with
keys that are cryptographically strong and generated and handled in a secure manner.
Content encryption is well placed in the context of privacy. It is much less used in the
field of espionage prevention and small and medium enterprises suffer from this
attitude most. There is also the inherent problem that existing browser technologies do
not easily show the quality of encryption. In addition there is usually no method to
define a policy which leads to the fact that basically all installations are operated with
standard settings and thus quite insecure. SMEs that have to build on off the shelf
products suffer from such situation most. Internet will need customized system
configuration tools to create trusted environments for the various applications.
HSD\PHQWMany approaches have been tried so far but we still lack acceptable
standards. This is mainly because of the different goals electronic payment might
have. Some of the approaches are too complex and too monopolistic. E-Cash is such
an example. Still development of fraud and false claims show that there is a big need.
It has to be expected that signature-based mechanisms like SET will enhance security
and offer an accepted solution. This does however not solve the problem of micro
payments which is an important factor for Internet applications and it does equally not
solve the problem of anonymity yet.
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&RQWHQW VHFXULW\ Different aspect are addressed when speaking about Internet
security. Content security as the field of prevention of criminal content is frequently
discussed as this is easily understood as a problem. In the context discussed so far,
this has limited relevance in terms of security. However, this will influence the use of
the Internet in a professional manner to quite an extent. As this aspect is totally
different, it is not stressed in here.

)LQDOUHPDUNV

It seems that security is an increasingly important field and that infrastructures
provide more and more support for security. Especially for the private sector and for
SMEs this is a crucial fact. In this context we will definitely face a more secure
Internet.
However, there remain at least two questions in the field open:
(a) Will security become more important than glossy and fancy programs
and applications.
(b) Will the increase of security be faster than the increase of risk. Up to
now there seems to be limited hope that this will be the case. Perhaps we
need a few more loveletters, another series of credit card attacks and lots of
cases of industrial espionage before this will happen.
Certainly we will face lots of further threats with the emerging technologies and
as we are going miniature we will experience the need to minimize resources and will
have to reinvent the wheel security-wise.
For quite a while resources that are needed to secure communications have been
an important argument. This is no more the case for PCs and workstations. Comfort
and flexibility is still the biggest security threat. With UMTS and other new
technologies we are back a few steps again.
Bright ideas and building new applications and unawareness of manufactures and
users still seems to dominate the development. It is mainly due to lack of awareness
that interest in secure solutions is quite limited.
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